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 CULTURAL VISITS 
& TRIPS

UPCOMING
NEWS

Discover what different
guided tours our
students have taken
throughout the city.

Learn what's new
and coming this Fall
semester.

STUDENT CORNER

""Spain is", by University of Hawaii at
Manoa student, Celine Arnobit and
"An Amazing Welcome to Seville!", by
Hood College student, Greighson
Rowe.

To view all of our student blogs, visit: ics-seville.org/blogs.

EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
See all the photos from
our Sevillanas dance
and Paella cooking
classes.

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4449712981738771
https://ics-seville.org/blogs/


WELCOME WEEKWELCOME WEEK

Tour of Seville in horse and buggies 

O U R  " W E L C O M E  T O
S E V I L L E "  W E E K !  

What a fun week we had touring the city!  There were
walks downtown, a night visit of "Curiosities and
Legends", a delicious Andalusian breakfast at one of the
most historic cafés in town, a night of Flamenco song and
dance, and to top it all off, a ride through the city
onboard horse and buggies!

Click on the photos to visit our Facebook wall and see
more details.

Walk to Triana

Walk through historic downtown and shopping district

Night walk of "Curiosities & Legends"

Typical Andalusian breakfast
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https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4433094006734002
https://www.facebook.com/pg/The-International-College-of-Seville-588516861191755/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2299455903431167
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4417044815005588
https://www.facebook.com/pg/The-International-College-of-Seville-588516861191755/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2299455903431167
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4417044815005588


Spain is….
 

Heat. 
Color. 
Family. 
Music. 
Art. 

Tapas.  
Parques y pájaros.
Sangría y siestas. 

Community. 
Culture. 

Language. 
 History.

 
 
 

 All of this, and more, make up the rich cultural and literal landscape that is Spain – and in
particular, Sevilla. What strikes me most here is how connected Spaniards are with their loved

ones. It is not uncommon to see families – parents and grandparents, children and young adults
– sitting down for breakfast together at an outdoor café before school and work. In the streets,
many passersby can be heard talking on the phone or sending an audio message to a loved one.

Grandparents push newborn babies in strollers throughout María Luisa Park. 
 

It is a culture with family at its heart and which is as warm and welcoming as the golden
summer sun. 

 I will admit that, this being my first solo trip away from home, as well
as the longest time I will have spent away from home (3 months), it
has been difficult to adjust. I am from Hawai‘i, a tiny group of islands
in the middle of the Pacific, on the exact opposite side of the world. 

However, little by little, I am learning the streets of Sevilla, and finding
joy and magic in small, everyday occurrences. Today and yesterday, I
had lunch beneath an olive tree in the front courtyard 
of La Universidad de Sevilla. Every morning, I get to walk past the
Plaza de España,  something I have admired only in pictures for 
many years. 
  

STUDENT CORNER:  Celine Arnobit  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Spain is...
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Tower in the Plaza de España 

Giralda tower Sunshine in the María Luisa park 



Spain is...

Tomar fotos de

interiorismo - 3

For years, I have dreamed of coming here, and being
here now is truly un sueño hecho realidad. I do not think
any place is exactly how one imagines it. As such, Spain
is different than I imagined it would be, but by no
means lesser. 

In one week, I have absorbed as much as I can, and
there is still more I want to explore during my time
here.  In a word, Spain is rich – in culture, in history, 

The other day, I watched a live flamenco show in a small, out-of-
the-way spot in the city center. The dancing and music were
intense, beautiful, transcendental, and unlike anything I have ever
seen before. 

  Last night, we toured the historical district of Sevilla, and I saw parts
of a building made from stone that was from ancient Roman times,
which was over 2,000 years old. I got to see firsthand evidence of
how three cultures and three distinct religions – Islam, Judaism and
Christianity – quite literally formed and shaped Sevilla’s history,
architecture, and culture today. 

Each day, I see horses in the streets, trotting alongside the street
traffic. 

The food and drink here are exquisite. 

There are orange trees everywhere I look. 

People here are friendly. I have enjoyed striking up casual
conversations with local market vendors and restaurant waiters.
Although my Spanish is not perfect, people here are understanding
and warm.  

STUDENT CORNER. 

Part II. 

By Celine Arnobit 
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Fountain  in  the Maria Luisa park

Delicious Paella lunch 

in language, in people. It is rich in color, in sights, in smells, in tastes, and in sounds. 

And it is also a place I have the amazing privilege of getting to know and learn and explore for the
next three months.   

Dinner with my homestay brother and sister 



    My first week in Spain is complete! It has been such a
pleasure to explore the sights that the beautiful city of Sevilla has
to offer. After a night of rest in my host mom’s lovely apartment,
Welcome Week commenced with orientation the following
morning. The ICS building has such historic charm, and it was
so exciting to meet my new classmates and peers from the
University of Hawaii – Manoa. After orientation we made the
short walk to El Parque de María Luisa and had tapas at an
outdoor café to fuel up for a leisurely walk to the other end of
the city.

    The next day, our Academic Director gave us a tour of my
new school, la Universidad de Sevilla. The tobacco factory
turned university is incredibly large and impressive, so we were
very grateful to be given some guidance before trying to find our
classes on Monday. After the tour, we walked to Triana for a
typical Andalusian breakfast, consisting of café con leche, freshly-
squeezed orange juice, tostada, and a variety of spreads and
toppings. We spent the rest of the day exploring shops and
restaurants in the city center. 

   The third day of Welcome week was by far my favorite. In the
morning, we walked to the ultramodern sculpture: Las Setas de
Sevilla, aka The Flat-topped Mushrooms! This enormous wooden
structure has created a canopy of activity over some of the
trendiest cafes, restaurants, and bars in Sevilla. I had a perfect
breakfast of bread with tomato jam and olive oil before having
lunch with a friend I met on my flight to Sevilla and her
European roommates. The four of us do not share a common
language, so I’m sure it was quite the sight to watch us fumble
between English, Spanish, French, and Italian. Later on that
evening, we went to El Museo del Baile Flamenco to see an  

STUDENT CORNER:   Greighson Rowe  (Hood College)

An Amazing Welcome 
to Seville!
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Group shot at the ICS 

The University of Seville 

Las Setas, or Flat-topped mushrooms 



STUDENT CORNER.  Part II. 

An Amazing Welcome to Seville!
By Greighson Rowe 

    Following our first day of classes, Welcome Week continued
with a night tour of the Legends and Myths of Sevilla. Our tour
guide told us all about the hidden history of the Catedral de
Sevilla  (the largest gothic cathedral in the world), the Alcázar
(the oldest active royal palace in Europe), and the historic

authentic Flamenco show. This experience was without a
doubt the highlight of my time in Sevilla so far. The intensity
and passion shown by the singers, guitar player, and dancers
were something to marvel. That night we all had our first real
Spanish Paella!

     In just a couple of weeks I have already
been challenged and pushed out of my
comfort zone in the most amazing ways
possible. I’m having such an amazing time in
Sevilla so far and I am beyond excited to see
what else this picturesque and historic city
has to offer as I settle into my new routine as
a Sevillana for the semester.

     ¡Nos vemos pronto!
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Jewish neighborhood of Santa Cruz. We also searched for both the subtle and obvious
influences of the Roman, Muslim, Christian, Jewish,  and Visigoth populations on the
architecture and dynamics of the city. On our final night of introductory celebrations, we went
for a relaxing carriage ride to visit the main attractions of Sevilla.

    On our first free day, most of us opted to take a day trip to
Carvalho Beach in Portugal with the student travel agency We
Love Spain. After a three-hour bus ride with other study
abroad and Erasmus students from all over the world, we
arrived at a rocky cove with crystal blue (and freezing cold)
waters. From there we made the short hike to a small beach
tucked between the majestic caves of Benagil and found shade
in the natural rock formations on the beach.

Caves of Benagil 

Carvalho beach 

Out to lunch with my classmates and friends 



VISITING A CITY RICH 
IN HISTORY

C U L T U R A L  V I S I T S

The Maria Luisa Park

In 1893 María Luisa, Duchess of

Montpensier, donated part of her

private gardens to the city of Seville

for use as a public park.  With the

Ibero-American World Fair of 1929

and the construction of the Plaza de

España and Plaza de América the

park became one of Seville's most

important tourist references. 

Ancient Roman city of Itálica 
 The city of Itálica, located in the

outskirts of Seville, was the birthplace of

the Roman emperors Trajan and

Hadrian. Founded in 206 BC, it was one

of the earliest Roman settlements in

Spain. There are remarkable mosaics, an

impressive amphitheater and

archeological remains that give more

than a glimpse of life during the Roman

Empire.
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https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4464412600268809
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4444967858879950
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4444967858879950
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4464412600268809


DAYTRIP TO EL PUERTO 
&  BOLONIA 

Learning the present-day industry of Spanish sherry wine and the

ancient Roman salting industry while exploring the province of Cádiz. 

EL PUERTO DE 
SANTAMARIA

We visited the Sánchez Colosía wine

cellars where we learned about the

history and industry of Sherry wine

production and distribution in Spain

and throughout the world.

BAELO CLAUDIA / 
BOLONIA 

After visiting the Archeological

Museum and ancient Roman

town, we spent the rest of the day

enjoying one of the most

beautiful beaches in Europe..
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EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

In this first month in Seville!

Sevillanas dance class Spanish cooking class 

Our students have begun to learn
how to dance "Sevillanas", a style

of Flamenco that is the most
typical dance of Seville and the

best known folk dance of Spain. 

In a festive atmosphere our group
learned how to make one of
Spain's best known and most

loved dishes: Paella.  Next month,
we will make "Tortilla Española",

or the Spanish Omelette. 
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https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4479873738722695
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4479873738722695
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=588516861191755&set=a.4505526949490707
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 UPCOMING AT THE ICS 

Cultural
Visits. 

During this month we
will have guided visits to

the Alcázar and the
Cathedral.  

Ronda. 
And a visit to this

beautiful town in the
province of Málaga,

perched high up in the
mountains, with

unforgettable vistas and
monuments. 

Follow us to stay updated and visit our website
to learn more about our programs!

c/ Porvenir, 15 , 41013 Seville , Spain
Phone: (+34) 95-423-3838

Email: info@ics-seville.org
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https://www.facebook.com/The-International-College-of-Seville-588516861191755/photos/
https://twitter.com/ICS_Seville
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCH9P692QasowLUJjHBWHaA
https://www.instagram.com/ics_seville/

